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1. INTRODUCTION: LEADERSHIP SHORTAGE
   - Escalating growth and pressures for growth
   - Competing administrative and academic imperatives
   - Inner conflict for the psychiatrist-administrator
   - Sharing responsibility for leadership
   - Practical disadvantages

2. DIAGNOSIS: SOME POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTING CAUSES
   - Reassessment of "executive leadership"
   - Democratic structure of the department
   - Decentralization of departmental authority
   - Tangible benefits
   - The process of search

3. "THERAPY": SOME SUGGESTED REMEDIES
   - Leadership will out
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The Committee accepts the prevailing opinion that there
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Escalating Growth and Pressures for Growth

Comprising administrative and academic imperatives

Some Possible Contributing Causes

Diagnosing: Some Possible Contributing Causes
Practical Disadvantages

It is important to note that the responsibility for leadership is not always clear, even in cases where it is needed. The absence of a clear leader can lead to confusion and inefficiency.

Other personal problems for the psychologist-administrator

The psychologist-administrator may experience burnout and stress, which can be caused by feeling overworked, underappreciated, andunderappreciated. This may lead to a decrease in productivity and effectiveness.

Problem of psychiatric leadership

The problem of psychiatric leadership is often characterized by a lack of clear direction and a lack of consensus among team members. This can lead to confusion and conflict within the team.
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Explain training for administrative leadership should follow:

for understanding to its organization and institutional...

Although psychology is a field embodying involved with

higher only itself in the sense of applying in the research...

and the training for them. Credibility refers to this:

need go further into structural study of management skills

A new approach to the concept of administrative has already

Reassessment of „executive leadership”

sentry schematics for organizational change.

The community in leadership responding some suggestions, needs,

since of trained administrators seek is properly cultivated

conceptually structured departmental reflecting in the vertical...

The traditional concerned, permanently internal, one...

rapidly changing times call for new approaches to our basic

Therefore, it is necessary for leaders to participate in management and...

some highly valued members of the skill are paid more than the

rather than the skills and ability differences as between himself

the role of administration and this organizational

Therapy: some suggested remedies
Limited tenure,洛伊 of the world holds many opportunities. Limited tenure is known as the "term of the renewable contract." The term of the contract is fixed, and when the term expires, the faculty member is not guaranteed reappointment. This system imposes a high level of pressure on faculty members to excel in their research and teaching. The tenure-track system was designed to attract and retain the best faculty members, but it also creates a culture of competition and pressure. The tenure system is criticized for its rigidity and its effects on faculty well-being and productivity.
The process of search, execution, and administrative leadership.
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